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Most important transport corridors in Republic of North Macedonia 

- The most important transport corridors in the Republic of North Macedonia are the
extensions of the TEN-T Corridor X, which runs north-south across the country (from
the border with Serbia to the border with Greece) and the extension of the TEN-T
Corridor VIII, which runs east-west connecting Durres port in Albania with Burgas and
Varna on the Black Sea in Bulgaria.

- The road transport is of a high importance in the Republic of North Macedonia, since
it comprises the largest share of total transportation of goods and passengers in the
country. According to the NTS (2018-2030) the total volume of freight transported by
road is very high, with more than 97% of the total transported goods.

- The developed road infrastructure, in combination with the small overall area enables
access to every inhabited place in the country within less than 3 hours.



Introduction (road network )

- The road network of State Roads in Republic of North Macedonia comprises 
of around 14.182 km length, of which:

- motorways are 242 km (1,7%),
- national roads are 911 km (6,4%),
- regional roads are 3.771 km (26,6%) and
- local roads are 9.258 km(65,3%)



Road safety as one of the most important elements in the transport policy

- Long-term sustainable growth and development of a secure and prosperous
future for the Republic of North Macedonia can be achieved among other, through
continuous improvement of the road safety, investment in the transport
infrastructure, continuous education and raising public awareness to all road
users and thus securing a safe and free-flow traffic.

- Republic of North Macedonia during the development of the new transport policy,
especially in terms of improving of the road safety, addressed the need for safer
transport infrastructure. Focusing on a better integration and connectivity with
the neighboring countries, we strive to secure international road safety
improvements of the transport infrastructure by placing it as a primary goal witih
the new transport policy.



Road safety as a worldwide problem

- Road safety is recognized as a worldwide issue that is evenly addressed in the latest
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), where world leaders have included
commitments to halve the number of deaths on roads and to provide safer and
sustainable transport systems for all.

- The increase of the level of safety in the transport represents a complex process
which first of all implies an establishment of a reliable transport system, with sufficient
quality to ensure a smooth and safe transport for all users.



Improvement of the road safety

- The improvement of road safety is high on the agenda of the Government; it
represents a common goal out of which every beneficiary of the transport infrastructure
values it.

- The process for improving the road safety includes a significant number of various
stakeholders

- The imperative is achieving visible results: reduction of the number of traffic
casualties, injured and accidents; better coordination; long term quality legal solutions;
set-up of executive bodies

- The Government and especially the Ministry of Transport and Communications took
all of the necessary initiatives to establish the executive body that will coordinate,
initiate, manage and create activities and measures in the area of overall road safety



Responsible bodies for road safety in Republic of North Macedonia:

Government: coordinate activities for implementation of the National Strategy for
road safety through National Coordination Body for road safety.
Ministry of transport and communications: state authority in the area of
transport including road safety at national level, also responsible for technical
regulations and standards for design and construction of roads and signaling.
Ministry of Interior: In charge of establishing and maintaining a central
registry(data base) of identified accidents. Also, traffic police is responsible for law
enforcement and traffic safety on the roads.



Responsible bodies for road safety in Republic of North Macedonia:

Public Enterprise for state roads: national and regional road infrastructure
operator, responsible for planning the construction, reconstruction, operation and
maintenance of the state roads, monitoring and analyses of the conditions in
relation to the construction, reconstruction, maintenance and protection of the state
roads.
Republic Council on Road Traffic Safety (RCRTS): advisory body, appointed
by the Assembly mainly performs transfer of information, organize campaigns,
meetings, web pages, portals and electronics forums. (planned to be within the new
agency)
Public Enterprise for maintenance of public roads: responsible for regular and
winter maintenance of state roads, construction and installation of vertical and
horizontal signaling, protection of roads



Not just statistics!

- situation in the previous two decades:

- more recent reference period
and EU comparison:



Not just ascertainment but actions are needed!

- Although there is a slight declining trend in the statistical numbers about the victims
on the roads in North Macedonia, that is not the actual case for improvement of the
road safety. But if we deduct the numbers adequately with overall reduced traffic
volume in the period of the pandemics by considering the appropriate measures for
traffic restrictions and closed borders, it can not be concluded that we have
improved road traffic safety wit decreased number of victims.

- Besides social, emotional side and economic savings in terms of the number of
saved human lives on an annual basis, the establishment of RTSA in the Republic of
North Macedonia will be one of the most positive reform "investments" in road
safety that can be made. In other words, saving two human lives over the year will
payback the first year of investment for the RTSA. Later on, after RSTA establishes
all foreseen functions and activities it will become a self suistainable Agency.



Road Traffic Safety Agency-RTSA

- With the establishment of an executive body, Republic of North Macedonia will
certainly take important steps towards improving road safety and building capacity of
management and creation of multi-sector partnership among all road safety actors:
police, health, transport, education, NGOs as well as civil society. Such an entity will
improve the capacities on developing evidence-based policy, national road safety
strategies, plans and targets.

- EU best practices (i.e Slovenia, Sweden etc.) has shown that, Member states shall
commit to ensuring an effective road safety management system and seek to achieve
strong results focus through their institutional management arrangements. This results
focus requires clear identification of lead RS authority, such as Road Safety Agency.

- Establishment of RTSA in Republic of North Macedonia will set the Country on track
and contribute to deliver the UN’s target of 50% reduction in road deaths and serious
injuries targets for the second decade of road safety improvement actions (2021 –
2030).



Chronology - Steps taken for the executive body 

- The project "Preparation of a study and action plan for improving the safety of the
roads along the comprehensive SEETO network“ recommends establishing an
executive body which will work and coordinate the different stakeholders in the area
for improvement of safety

- A Working Group for the establishment of Executive body for road traffic safety was
formed

- Over EUIF instrument, a project for technical assistance to the Ministry of transport
and communications for establishment of the Executive Body for Road Traffic Safety
was completed.

- Draft Law on Establishment of the Agency for Road Traffic Safety is under
consultation process (Governmental procedure). It is planned that during the second
quarter of 2022 the Law to go through all the foreseen legal procedures (National
Electronic Regulation Register, public debate, etc.), including government and
parliamentary procedure for adoption. The Agency is expected to be established by
the end of 2022.



Road safety projects:

Implemented projects in relation of improvement of road
safety:

- Preparation of Study and Action plan for improvement of road safety along SEETO
Comprehensive network (IPA I)
- Projects for improvement of road safety under IPA II (black spots and guardrails
EN1317)
- iRAP and road safety assessment programme
- Reconstruction and placement of traffic signs and road marking on certain
interchanges allong Corridor X
- Procurement of RAMS Software, Road Measurements and Consultancy services



Road safety projects:

Implemented projects in relation of improvement of road
safety:

- System for Monitoring and Management of lighting has been tailored for the
existing lighting infrastructure on the intersection, state roads, bypass, tunnels and
etc. and implementation of energy efficient lighting.

- International Road Safety Advisor provided technical assistance to Public
enterprise for State Roads, within the 3 main tasks:
Task 1 – Advisory services to establish a Road Safety Unit (RSU) in PESR and
provide staff on the job training
Task 2 – Prepare road safety audit (RSA) guidelines and manual and carry on-the
job capacity building in PESR to consider road safety recomendations
Task 3 – Advisory services to support PESR’s efforts to develop a nation-wide road
safety program including the identification of black spots
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